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PlayWeez
Playweez is 100% games. Make available on your 
mobile the latest news and videos of the most 
anticipated games for You are always the last in the 
gamer world. In addition, you can enjoy online games 
with great variety and quality, without downloads, 
without limits and without waiting. These games are 
fully adapted to the latest generation of mobile 
phones, but they also work on not-so-new phones. 
Simplicity does not imply simplicity, PLAYWEEZ now!

HTML5 games - Great variety and quality of video games online, no downloads, Without limits and without waiting with HTML5 technology. 
Gaming TV - Videos, news, releases, tops and all information Necessary to follow the progress of the gamer world. 
Compatible with all devices - The games are fully adapted to both mobile Of last generation, like the not so new.

MAIN FEATURES



WeezChat
With Weezchat love is at hand! You can 
customize your search according to your 
wishes and desires. Whether you want love or 
new friends, Weezchat is there to help you.

Public Chat - Browse profiles of other members and Watch their photos and informations. 
Private Chat - Chat privately with the members you have chosen. 

International Service - Weezchat is an international service that is available in more than 11 countries around the world.

MAIN FEATURES



MegaCine
Discover all the movies on the billboard, the 
best cinematographic titles on all your 
computers, without downloads or commercials 
and in HD!

Great variety and quality of films online, no downloads, unlimited limits and without additional installations. 
Compatible with all devices - The film player is fully adapted to both mobile of last generation, like the not so new.

MAIN FEATURES



Unlimited Videos
Original content with daily refreshment and 
categorized: viral videos, news, gossip, fashion, 
tips, etc. More than 30 specialized premium 
television channels, categorized into 6 themed 
packages. Streaming videos, no downloads, no 
advertising, no time limits and online TV 
channels.

Unlimited videos - Original contents with daily refreshment and categorized: Videos, news, gossip, fashion, tips, etc. 
Premium TV channels - More than 30 specialized premium television channels. 

Compatible with all devices Responsive and interactive design so you can access To your videos at any time from your devices.

MAIN FEATURES



Other Services
Other services managed with included mobile 
content services for all kind of audiences, and a 
money management service with a mobile 
application included.


